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Let x, <x2 < ... < xb be integers > 1 such that gcd(x,, . . . . xb) = 1. Let S be the 
additive subsemigroup of N generated by x,, . . . . xh. Let G(x,, . . . . xh) be the greatest 
element of the (finite) set N\S. Let g(b, a) =sup G(x,, . . . . x,,), where the upper 
bound is taken over all systems x,, . . . . xh such that 1 d x1 < .. . <.~,<a, 
gcd(x,, . . . . xb) = 1. According to a conjecture of Erdiis and Graham, it is proved 
that g(b, a) is roughly equal to a*/(b - l), and the exact value of g(b, a) is com- 
puted when 6 - 1 divides a or a - 1 or a - 2. It is proved that S n ](k - 1 )a, ka] 
contains at least inf(a, kb - k + 1) elements for k = 1, 2, (#?I 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~OU~TION 
Let x1 < x2 < . . . < xb be integers Z 1 such that gcd(x,, . . . . xb) = 1. Let S 
be the additive subsemigroup of N generated by xi, . . . . xb (i.e., the set of all 
sums y,+y,+ ... +y,, where every yi is equal to some xj). It is well 
known that S contains all integers from some point onwards. Let n be the 
smallest integer such that [n + 1, oo[ c S (all intervals are intervals of 
integers); let us Set, as usual, n = G(x,, x1, . . . . xb). The computation of 
G(x,, x2, . . . . xb) (“problem of Frobenius”) has given rise to many papers. 
Let us set, as in [2], 
g(b, a) = max ‘3x1, Xz, . . . . x,), 
where the upper bound is taken over all systems of integers xi, . . . . xb such 
that 1 dx, <x2< . . . < xb i a and gcd(x,, . ..) xb) = 1. It is proved in [2, 
p. 4021, that, for b > 2, 
a2 
--5b<g(b,a)i2%, 
b-l 
and it is conjectured in [3, p. 861 that g(b, a) is roughly equal to a2/(b - 1). 
We will prove 
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THEOREM 1. One has, for 2 6 b < a, 
(a-b+l)-l<g(b,a)< 
(For any real number x, Lx J = ~up,.~ L,JG.r y and r.vJ = inf,, L, ,.z -~ y). 
We will also prove some refinements of Theorem 1 (Theorems 3,4, 5). 
Theorems 4, 5 give the exact value of g(b, a) when b - 1 divides a or a - 1 
or a-2. 
Numerical experiments suggest the vague idea that not only does S 
contain all integers from some point onwards, but S becomes denser and 
denser when one climbs the scale of integers. We will prove 
THEOREM 2. Let a, b be integers 2 1, E a set of b integers belonging to 
[ 1, a], such that gcd E = 1. Let S be the additive subsemigroup of N 
generated by E. For k = 1, 2, . . . . let S,=Sn [(k- l)a+ 1, ka]. Then 
Card S, 3 inf(a, kb -k + 1). 
Theorems 1,3,4,5 will be easy consequences of Theorem 2. Also, we will 
use Theorem 2 in another paper studying partitions. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
2.1. LEMMA. Let A be a finite commutative group, additively noted, B a 
subset of A, and b0 an element of B, with the following property: 
if b, b’ E B, then b + 6’ E B, except possibly if b = b’ = b,. 
Then B = {b,}, or B= (0, b,}, or B is a subgroup of A. 
Let B, be the subgroup of A generated by bO, and Bb = B n B,. If 
XEB\B~, one has x#B,, whence x+ bOE B\Bb; so x+nb,~ B\BI, for 
every n E N. So B\Bb is a union of classes modulo B,. 
Let n: A -+ A/B, the canonical map. Let 
C=z(B)= (0) un(B\Bb). (1) 
From what we said earlier, 
B= B&n+(C\(O)). (2) 
If b E B\Bb and 6’ E B\Bb, one has b + b’ E B. From (1 ), C is stable for 
addition, and so is a subgroup of A/B,. 
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Assume B # Bb. Choose x E B\Bb. One has rc(x) # 0. Since C is a 
subgroup of A/B,, there exists y E B\Bb such that rc(x) + n(v) = 0. Then 
x + y E B,. For every n E N, one has x + nb, # 6,, whence (x + nb,) + y E B, 
i.e., (x + y) + nb, E B. But (x + JJ) + Nb, = B,, whence B, t B and Bb = B,. 
Then, using (2), B=B,un-‘(C\(O))=n-‘(C), and so B is a subgroup 
of A. 
Assume B= Bb c BO. One is immediately reduced to the case where 
A = B,. So we can assume that there exists an integer a>0 such that 
A = Z/(a) and b, = i (the bar denotes class modulo a). Assume B # {i} 
(if B = (i} the lemma is proved). Let x1 < xz < ... < xk the integers in -- 
[2,a] such that B\(i)= f%,, X2, . . . . Xk). If ~,=a, one has B= 10, l> 
and the lemma is proved. Assume x1 <a. One has Xl +TE B, and 
x,+l<a, whence x2=x,+1. Step by step, we see that B\(i)= 
(X1) x,, lgTi+ . ..) ii).Sincex,<u,wehaveca-lax,,andsoa-1EB. 
Then x- 1 =X1 + u - 1 E B. From the definition of x,, we cannot have -- 
x,-1~B-(~).Sox,-1=~,x,=2,andB=(1,2 ,..., LT}=A. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let p, q be integers > 1, a = pq, E and E’ non-void subsets 
of [l, a] such that 
(a) ifx, yEE are such that x+ y<a, one has x+ GEE; 
(b) Ec E’, and Card(E’\E) <q - 2; 
(c) (E’+Zp)n [l,a]=E’. 
Let us denote by e the smallest element of E’. Then there are three 
possibilities: 
(1) E’= Nen [1, a]; 
(2) E’ = {x, x + p, x + 2p, . . . . x+(q-l)p}, wherexE[l,p-11; 
(3) E’={p,2~,3~,...,qp}u(x,x+p,x+2~,...,x+(q-1)~}, 
where XE [l, p- 11; 
furthermore, En (x, x + p, . . . . x + (q - I ) p > # $Z3, and every element of this 
set is > u/2. 
Let xi cxz < ... < xk the elements of E’ belonging to Cl, p], so that 
e = x1, Due to hypothesis (c), one has 
E’=(x~,x,+p,x,+&~ ,... ,x,+(q-l)p, 
x2, x2 + p, x2 + 2p, . . . . x2 + (9 - 1) p, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,xk+p,xk+2p ,..., x,+(9--)p). 
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Let i, j be integers such that 1 d i, j 6 k, i #j. Consider 
xi, x; + p, ..‘) xj + (q - 1) p. 
Due to hypothesis (b), at least two of these numbers belong to E. 
Assume 
x;, x, + p, . . . . x, + (u - 1) p $ E, x; + up E E 
(one may have u = 0). Likewise, assume 
Xj’ .K, + PI -0.9 x, + (v - 1) p # E, xi + up E E. 
Due to hypothesis (b), one has u + u < q - 2. Then 
Due to hypothesis (a), one has (x,+up)+ (x,+vp)~ EC E’. Due to 
hypothesis (c), xi + x, E E’. 
Furthermore, if for instance xi+ up < xi+ up, one has 2(.ui + up) < a, 
whence 2(x; + up) E E c E’, whence 2x, E E’. 
Let F= {X,, q, . . . . X,}, the canonical image of E’ in Z/(p). (The bar 
denotes class modulo p). We see that there exists fO~ F such that 
.ftf'~F and (~f’)#(fmfo) =a f+f’EF. 
From Lemma 2.1, we see that we are in one of the following cases: 
(A) F is a subgroup of Z/(p). Then T = 2X,, q= 3X,, . . . . -yk= 
k.u,=O. So xz=2x,, x,=3x I,..., Xk-,= (k - 1) x,, .x~ = kn, = p. Due to 
hypothesis (c), E’ = N-u, n [ 1, a]. We are in the case I of the lemma. 
(B) F= (q) for some i. Then k= 1, F= fK>, E’= 
(.x1, XI +p, Xl +2p , . . . . X, + (q - 1) p}. If X, = p, one has e = p and we are 
in the case 1 of the lemma. If X, < p, we are in the case 2 of the lemma. 
(C) F= (0, q} for some i such that ;U,# 0. Then k = 2, x, < p, 
.Kk = x2 = p, and E’={x,,x1+p,x,+2p ,...,. ~~+(q-l)p,p,2p,3p ,..., 
qp}. Due to hypothesis (b), one has En {x,, x, + p, . . . . xl + (q - 1) p). 
# 0. Let x, + np be an element of this set such that x, + np < 42. One has 
2x, + 2np E EC E’ and 2x, f x1 mod p, so 2x, = 0 mod p due to the 
structure of E’. As 0 < 2x, < 2p, we have 2x, = p. So p is even, e = x1 = p/2, 
and E’ = Np/2 n [ 1, a]. We are in the case 1 of the lemma. Finally, if every 
element of En (x1, x, +p ,...,_ u,+(q- I)p] is >a/2, we are in the case 3 
of the iemma. 
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2.3. LEMMA. Let a, b be integers > 0, E c [ 1, a] a set of b integers, S 
the additive subsemigroup of N generated by E. Assume b > a/2. Then 
S3 [a- 1, cc[. 
(This lemma is well known.) 
Assume a=2n even. As bLn+l, one of the sets En{l,a}, 
En (2, a-l}, . . . . En{n,n+l} has cardinality 2. So i+l, a-ieE for 
some i, whence a + 1 E S. Assume a = 2n + 1 odd. If n + 1 E E, one has 
a+1=2(n+l)ES. If n+l$E, as ban+l, one of the sets En{l,a}, 
En(2,a-l),En{n,n+2}hascardinality2,soagaina+l~S. 
So a+ 1 ES in all cases. Replace E by Eu {a+ l} and a by a+ 1. This 
does not change S. As b + 1 > (a + 1)/2, the same argument gives a + 2 E S, 
etc. So S 1 [a + 1, cc [. 
Assume a- 1 $S or a$S. Then Card Sn [l, a-21 > (Card Sn 
[ 1, a]) - 1 > (a/2) - 1; so SI> [a- 1, co[ from the preceding result, and 
this is absurd. So a - 1 E S and a E S. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let a be an integer > 0, E c [ 1, a] a set of integers such 
that a E E, and S the additive subsemigroup of N generated by E. For 
k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . let S,=Sn[(k-l)a+l,ka]. Let XHX be the canonical 
map Z -+ E/(a). One has 
z+Sk’c Sk+k’ for all k,k’. 
Let XES,, x’ES~,. One has x+x’<(k+k’)a, and x+x’, x+x’+a, 
x +x’ + 2a, . . . E S. One of these numbers, say x + x’ + na, belongs to Sk + k,, 
and so f+,Y’=x+x’+naES,+,,. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let S be an additive subsemigroup of N. Let [r, r + c] and 
[s, s + d] be two intervals of integers > 0, such that 
r < s, c < d, c+lEs. 
Then Card S n [r, r + c] < Card S n [s, s + d]. 
Let z be the translation x-x + c+ 1 from N to N. We have 
r(S) c s. So CardSn[r,r+c],<CardSn[r+c+l, r+2c+l]< 
CardSn[r+2c+2, r+3c+2]=.... Replacing [r, r + c] by [r + nc + II, 
r + (n + l)c+n], n well chosen, we reduce to the case where 
rds<r+c+ 1. One has 
r([r,s-l])=[r+c+l,s+c]. (3) 
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Note that [r, s - 1 ] may be void. Then 
Card Sn [r, r+c] 
=CardSn[r,s-l]+CardSn[s,r+c] 
dCardSn[s,r+c]+CardSn[r+c+l,s+c] due to (3 ) 
=CardSn[s,s+c]<CardSn[s,s+d]. 
2.6. LEMMA. Let a be an integer > 0, A, B non-void subsets of Z/(a), and 
C = A + Bc Z/(a). Let x H X be the canonical map Z -+ h/(a). There exist 
integers p, q > 0 such that pq = a and 
Card C > min(a, Card(A + i@) + Card( B + Zp) - q). 
This is a theorem of M. Kneser (cf. [4, p. 57, Theorem 16’1). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
3.1. LEMMA. Let a, 6, E, S, Sli be as in Theorem 2. Assume max E = a. 
One has, ,for k 3 1, 
Card S k + , k min(a, Card E + Card Sk - 1). 
One has E c S, , max S, = a, gcd S, = 1, and the subsemigroup generated 
by S, is S. As Card Si > Card E, it is enough to prove the lemma with E 
replaced by S,. So we will assume E = S, from now on. In particular, 
ifx,yEEare such that x+y<a, one has x+y~E. (4) 
Let x H .U be the canonical map Z + Z/(a). We have (Lemma 2.4) 
S k+, d+s,. (5) 
According to Lemma 2.6, there exist integers p, q > 0 such that a = pq, 
and, setting G = Zji, 
i?+&+G=E+S, (6) 
Card(E+&)>min(a,Card(E+G)+Card(g+G)-q). (7) 
If q=l, we get Cards,,,, > min(a, Card E + Card Sk - 1 ), and the 
lemma is proved. If p = 1, one has E+g= Z/(a) from (6), whence 
S ,++,=U(a), Cards,+,= , a and the lemma is proved. From now on, we 
will assume that p > 1, q > 1, and so p, q < a/2. 
641/34,2-6 
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Let F= i?. Assume that Card(F+ G) > Card F+ q - 1. Then 
Card(F + G) + Card(z + G) - q > Card F + Card z - 1 
and, due to (5) and (7), the lemma is proved. So from now on, we will 
assume that 
Card(F+G)<Card F+q-2. (8) 
Let E’ be the set of representatives of F + G in [ 1, a]. In other words, 
E’ = (E + Zp) n [ 1, a]. The set of representatives of F in [ 1, a] is E. One 
has Card(E’\E) < q - 2, due to (8). It is clear that (E’ + Zp) n [ 1, a] = E’. 
Due to (4), we can apply Lemma 2.2. We will consider cases ( 1 ), (2), (3) 
of that lemma. 
Case (1). E’=Nen [La]. Since gcd E= 1, one has e= 1, so 
E’= [l,a]. Then Card EkCardE’-(q-2)=u-q+2>(u/2)+2. Then 
the lemma follows from 2.3. 
Case (2). This case cannot happen since UE E. 
Case (3). There exists x E [ 1, p - 1 ] such that 
E’ = {p, 2~9 3~9 . ..> qp} u {x, x + P, x + 2~9 . ..> x + (q - 1) P} 
En {X,X+/I, . . . . x+(q-1)p}={x+s,p,x+s,p,...,x+s,p} 
with U> 1, s1 <s,< ... <s,, and 
x + s1 p > a/2. 
Clearly, 
CW(E’\E)n(x+Zp))>s,. 
Since gcd E = 1, one has 
(4 P) = 1. 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
Define the integer n by 
n(x+s,p)<(k-l)u<(n+l)(x+s,p). 
Then (n+ l)(x+s,p)<(k- l)a+(x+s,p)<ka, and so 
(n+ l)(x+s,p)ES, (n+ ~)XE?&. 
One has n(x+s,p), (n-l)(x+s,p), (n-2)(x+s,p),...,x+s,pESn 
[l, (k- l)u]. For i=O, 1, . . . . n - 1, there exists an integer ti > 0 such that 
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(n - i)(X + S1 p) + tit2 E Sky whence (n-i)Z+GcSk+G. If n+l>,p-1, 
we deduce that 
G, X + G, 2,u + G, . . . . (p-l)x+GcS,+G, 
whence 3, + G = Z/(a) due to (11). Then, using (5) and (6) 
s ,+,~E+S;;=E+s,+G=E+Z/(a)=;Z/(a), 
and the lemma is proved. So, from now on, we will assume that 
n<p-3. (12) 
Due to (ll), every element of S which is congruent to (n + 1)x modulo 
p is of the form n’(x + s,p) + rp, where t is a nonnegative integer and 
n’zn+lmodp. Due to (12), one has n’bn+l, and so n’(x+s,p)+ 
rp> (n + l)(x+s,p). So (n + l)(x+srp) is the smallest element of 
Sn((n+l)x+Zp). so 
S,n((n+l)x+Zp)n[(k-l)a+l, (n+l)(x+~,p)-l]=@ (13) 
and one proves in the same way that 
S,n((n+2)x+Zp)n[(k-l)a+l,(n+2)(x+s,p)-I]=@. (14) 
First case. One has 
n(x+s,p)d(k-l)a<(n+l)(x+s,p)<ka<(n+2)(x+s,p). (15) 
Then 
(n+l)(x+SIp)-((k-l)a+l) 
=a-(ka-(n+i)(x+s,p))-1 
>a-((n+2)(x+s,p)-((n+l)(x+s,p)-I)- 1 due to (15) 
=a-(x+s,p)=p(q-s,)-x>p(q-s,-1). (16) 
If h is a positive integer, one has 
hbq-s,-1 =E. hp~((n+l)(x+s,p)-((k-l)a+l) 
due to (16) 
2 (k-l)a+l<(n+l)(x+s,p)-hpQka 
due to (15) 
=a (n+l)(X+S1P)-hpE((Sk+~~) 
n[(k-l)a+l,ka])\S, 
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due to (15) and (13). We deduce that 
hdq-s,-1 =z- (n+l)(X+S1~)-hpE((Sk+G)\Sk 
and so 
Card((S, + G)\S,J B q - s1 - 1. (17) 
Then, using (5), (7), (lo), (17), we get 
Card S ,+,>min(a,CardE+s,+Card?&+q-s,-1-q) 
= min(a, Card E + Card & - 1). 
Second case. One has 
n(x+s,p)d(k- l)a<(n+ l)(x+s,p)< (n+2)(x+s,p)<kka. 
Then 
(n+2)(x+s,p)-((k-l)a+l) 
~(n+2)(x+s,p)-(n+l)(x+s,p) 
=x+s,p>a-(x+s,p) due to (9) 
=p(q-s,)-x2p(q-s, - 1). 
We end the proof as in the first case, replacing everywhere n + 1 by n + 2. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let a, b, E, S, S, be as in Theorem 2. Assume max E = a. 
One has, for k 2 1, 
Card Sk > min(a, kb - k + 1). 
This is clear for k = 1. We get the general case by induction on k, using 
3.1. 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 2. Let a, b, E, S, Sk be as in Theorem 2. Let 
a’ = max E, and Tk = Sn [(k - 1) a’ + 1, ka’]. From 3.2, we have 
Card Tk 2 min(a’, kb - k + 1). (18) 
If Card Tk = a’, we have SI, [(k- 1) a’+ 1, a[ (Lemma 3.1), so 
Card Sk = a and the theorem is proved. Assume Card T, <a’. From (18), 
we have Card Tk 2 kb - k + 1. Due to 2.5, Card Sk > Card Tk. So 
Card Sk 2 kb - k + 1 and the theorem is proved. 
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3.4. Proof of Theorem I. Let a, b be integers such that 2 d b 6 a. 
(A) Let k=r(a- I)/(b-1)J. One has k(b-l)>a- 1, whence 
kb-k+ 1 >,a. Let Ec[l,a] be a set of b integers, such that gcdE= 1. 
Let S be the subsemigroup generated by E. For j> k, Theorem 2 
gives CardSn[(j-l)a+l,ja]=a. So S=,[(k--l)a+l,co[. If aE-S, 
one has even S1[(k-l)a, oo[. If a$$ let a’=supSn[l,a]. The 
preceding argument gives Sz [(k- l)a’, a[ 2 [(k- l)a, a~[. So G(E)6 
(k-l)a-1=(~(a-l)/(b-1)~-1)a-l,andg(b,a)~(~(a-1)/(b-1)~ 
-l)a-1. 
(B) Let us take E={a-b+l,a-b+2,...,a}. One has, for 
j= 1, 2, . . . . 
sj=[ja-jb+j,ju]n[(j-l)a+l,ja]. 
Let k’= L(a-2)/(b- 1)J. Assume a> b. Then k’> 1. One has 
k’( b - 1) d a - 2, whence 
k’a-k’b+k’ak’a-a+2>(k’-l)a+l. 
SO G(E) > k’a - k’b + k’ - 1 (this is remarked in [ 11) and we deduce that 
g( b, a) > k’a - k’b + k’ - 1. 
3.5. THEOREM 3. Let a, b be integers with 2 Q b < a. Let the integers k 
and r be defined by 
a-l =k(b-1)-r Odr<b-1 
sothatk=r(a-l)/(b-l)l. Theng(b,a)<(k-l)(a-r-1)-1. 
(This improves the 2nd inequality in Theorem 1.) 
Let E and S be as in the proof of Theorem 1. For j < k - 1, one has 
So, by Theorem 2, 
CardSn[(j-l)u+l,ja]>jb-j+l 
We deduce that 
CardSnCl,(k-l)a]>$k(k-l)(b-l)+(k-1) 
=$(k-l)(a-I+r)+(k-I)=$(k-l)(a+r+l), 
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CardSn[l,(k-l)(a-r-1)+1] 
=CardSn[l,(k-l)a-(k-l)(r+l)+l] 
>f(k-l)(a+r+l)-(k-l)(r+l)+l 
=$((k-l)(a-r-1)+1)+4. 
From Lemma2.3, we deduce SI [(k- l)(u-r- l), co[, so that G(E)< 
(k-l)(u-r-1)-1, andg(b,a)<(k-l)(u-r-1)-1. 
3.6. THEOREM 4. [f b - 1 divides u or a - 2, one has 
u(u - 2) 
g(b, a)=~- a+ 1. 
Assume that b - 1 divides (I- 2. Set t = (a-2)/(b - 1). Then 
a- 1 = (t + l)(b - 1) - (b - 2), and so, with the notations of Theorem 3, 
k=t+l andr=b-2.So, byTheorem3,g(b,a)<t(u-(b-2)-1)-1= 
tu-t(b-l)-l=tu-(a-2)-l=tu-u+l. But, by Theoreml, g(b,u) 
>tu-((a-2)-l=tu-u+l. So g(b,a)=ta-u+l=(a-2)/(b-1) 
u-u+ 1. 
Assume that b - 1 divides a. Set s = u/(b - 1). Then a - 1 = s(b - 1) - 1. 
We can apply Theorem 3 (except if b = 2, but the theorem is evident for 
many reasons in that case); with the notations of that theorem, k=s and 
r= 1. So g(b, a)<(~- l)(u-2)- 1. Let E= {s, 2s, 3s, . . . . (b-2)s, a- 1, 
(b-l)s=a}. WehavesupE=u,gcdE=l,CardE=b.Thenthegreatest 
integer not in S is, according to [S, Sect. 51, (s - I)(u - 2) - 1. So 
g(b,u)=(s-l)(u-2)-l=(u/(b-l))(u-2)-u+l. 
3.7. THEOREM 5. Zf b - 1 divides a - 1, one has 
g(b, a)= ((a- l)‘/b- 1)-u. 
With the notations of Theorem 3, k = (a - 1 )/(b - 1) and r = 0, so 
g(b,u)<(k-l)(u-l)-l=ku-k-u. 
Let E={k,2k,3k ,..., (b-l)k,u}; note that u=(b-l)k+l. We 
have max E = a, gcd E= 1, Card E = b. Then, as in [S, Sect. 51, we 
see that G(E) = ku - a - k. So g(b, u)=ku-k-u=k(u- 1)-u= 
((a- l)Z/(b- 1))-a. 
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3.8. Theorems 4 and 5 prove Lewin’s conjecture [S, Sect. 51 when b - 1 
divides a or a - 1 or a - 2; they give the exact value of g(2, a) (trivial 
anyway), of g( 3, a) (already obtained in [S] ), and of g(4, a) (already 
obtained in [6]). The first case where the exact value is not obtained is the 
case b = 5, us 3 mod 4. 
3.9. In all cases of Theorems 4 and 5, the exact value of g(b, a) is equal 
to the upper bound of Theorem 3. But this is not true in general. For 
instance, g(5, 11) = 13 (resp. g(5, 15) = 32) (case by case checking) and the 
upper bound of Theorem 3 is 15 (resp. 35). 
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